
Cablenet: Level up with Cablenet!

Dear Subscribers,

As of the 18th of April 2016, Cablenet has proceeded with the reduction of the analogue channels that are broadcast 
through its network. The reduction took place firstly in the Limassol district and it is expected to be applied in Nicosia and 
Larnaca right after Easter.

With the introduction of its new digital TV bouquets, Cablenet makes your TV experience more spectacular since it offers up 
to 80 fascinating channels, 23 of which in High Definition! With crystal clear sound and image, Cablenet’s rich TV channel 
variety will amaze you since it offers TV categories for all tastes! These categories comprise of general interest channels up to 
movies and series, documentaries, children programs, music and sports. 

We would like to remind you that in all our cable packages that include TV services, Cablenet offers at a minimum the new 
digital TV bouquet Start TV, which includes 40 channels (6 in High Definition), without any extra monthly charge. If you 
haven't already transferred to our new and improved digital services, please call 130 for more information. 

In order to receive the new digital services, a Cablenet decoder is required which can be obtained from all Cablenet stores 
with a one-time fee of €50 or with a monthly rental fee of €2 for the first viewing point only.

The analogue channels that are available after the channel reduction are the following:

Change of the analogue channels frequency

With the channel reduction, a re-tuning is required in order to receive all the channels. Please proceed with a channel 
re-tuning according to the instructions of your TV set.

Generally, the re-tuning procedure is done as follows, using your TV set’s remote control: Choose the analogue input on your 
TV set. Navigate to the main menu of your TV set and select the Tuning option (choose analogue if one is specifically 
provided). Choose automatic tuning if available. This procedure will commence and will probably take a few minutes. Upon 
completion, save the tuning results and exit from the main menu.

The instructions above may differ according to the TV brand and model. If a problem occurs or for further help or information 
please contact your TV set provider.

For more information about the channels and the frequencies on which they are broadcast, please visit Cablenet’s website 
at www.cablenet.com.cy under the Support/FAQ section. 

In all our existing packages that include TV services, Cablenet offers at a minimum the new digital TV bouquet 
Start TV, which includes 40 channels (6 in High Definition) without any extra monthly charge!

We would like to point out that our digital TV services are not affected by this change.
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